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To complement the established cooperative S&A system named TCAS which uses verti-

cal avoid trajectories, Airbus Defence and Space developed a non-cooperative S&A System

which favors lateral avoidance maneuvers. For this non-cooperative system, intruder air-

craft are detected by radar before five di↵erent avoid trajectories are computed of which

the best one is chosen. The presented work consists of the validation and optimization of

this S&A System by simulating many di↵erent aircraft encounter scenarios. For validation

purposes, the probability tables provided by the European Encounter Model (EEM) were

used to compute the most probable aircraft encounters. As a result of the optimization

process, the number of Near Mid-Air Collisions (NMACs) could be reduced significantly,

and flight route constraints were included. More than 85,000 simulations were carried out

to assess the performance of the system. The simulations revealed that the performance

requirement for the S&A System, namely being at least as good as a human on-board pilot,

could be fulfilled for encounter scenarios in which the ownship was flying level.

I. Introduction

With the growing demand of integrating Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) into non-segregated airspace,
the need for reliable Sense and Avoid Systems increases. Moreover, future autonomous passenger carrying
aircraft like Vahana will not be able to receive certification without such systems. To guarantee safe oper-
ation of these kind of aircraft, the detect and avoid capabilities must demonstrate performance that is at
least as good as that of a human on-board pilot.3

Apart from these applications, S&A systems are also used to improve safety of manned aircraft. The tech-
nology that is currently used in civil aviation is called TCAS (Tra�c Alert and Collision Avoidance System)
and based on sensing other aircraft through a transponder. Thus, aircraft need to carry such a transponder
for the system to work, which is costly and currently only obligatory for civil fixed-wing, turbine-powered
aircraft having a maximum take-o↵ mass exceeding 5,700 kg, or a maximum approved passenger seating
configuration of more than 19 passengers.4,5 Systems depending on a transponder are called cooperative
S&A Systems. In practice, however, there are a lot of manned and unmanned aircraft without a transpon-
der, so-called non-cooperative aircraft, and these can only be detected by other sensors such as radar, lidar,
acoustic, infrared, or electro-optical sensors.
Besides TCAS, there is another major Sense and Avoid System called MIDCAS (Mid-Air Collision Avoidance
System) which has been developed in a joint collaboration of several major European aerospace companies
and is meant for usage in RPA. The MIDCAS system computes an optimal 3D avoidance trajectory to avoid
intruder aircraft crossing the ownship’s flight route. In contrast to TCAS, MIDCAS was built to perform
cooperative as well as non-cooperative collision avoidance.
However, at Airbus Defence and Space there has been the need of building another Sense and Avoid System
which would focus entirely on non-cooperative collision avoidance and only perform lateral avoidance ma-
neuvers. Thus, by complementing TCAS instead of replacing it, the certification and integration process is
expected to be much easier than for MIDCAS. A schematic of what the lateral avoidance maneuver should
look like is given in Fig. 1. Note that there is a virtual volume around the intruder aircraft, called the
Collision Volume (CV), which if violated by the ownship leads to a Near Mid-Air Collision (NMAC). The
CV is an oblate spheroid with a semi-major axis of 500 ft in the horizontal plane and a semi-minor axis of
100 ft in the vertical plane.
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In general, a complete Sense and Avoid System consists of many di↵erent parts. The most important ones
are the sensors, which detect intruding aircraft, the collision avoidance function, which computes di↵erent
possible flight trajectories to safely avoid a collision, and the management and surveillance function which
monitors, approves, and coordinates the information between sensors and collision avoidance function.

Figure 1. Top-down view of a lateral avoidance maneuver

A S&A System issues di↵erent kind of advisories depending on the proximity of two or more conflicting flight
paths. For TCAS, these advisories are called Tra�c Advisory (TA) and Resolution Advisory (RA). TAs
assist the pilot with visual acquisition of intruder aircraft, whereas RAs are specifically recommended escape
maneuvers. Note that the current TCAS version, TCAS II, only generates vertical avoidance maneuvers. In
contrast, the S&A System presented in this study, focuses entirely on lateral avoidance trajectories and by
that complements TCAS without replacing or disturbing it. Furthermore, unlike TCAS, this non-cooperative
system does not issue any kind of Tra�c Advisory but only Resolution Advisories. The function of Tra�c
Advisories is assumed to be carried out by Air Tra�c Control (ATC), which of course can only be guaranteed
as long as the RPA is in contact with the Remote Pilot Station (RPS), i.e. the pilot is able to remote control
the RPA.
Incidentally, non-cooperative collision avoidance is the last instance of avoiding a collision. For manned
aircraft, this capability is assumed to be taken by the pilot through See and Avoid. The layer above non-
cooperative collision avoidance is cooperative collision avoidance which, as explained before, is based on
transponders and thus has a much larger detection range than non-cooperative avoidance. It is however
completely independent from ground-based equipment. Self Separation is another layer on top and covers
airborne systems which help the ownship to keep separation requirements to intruder aircraft independently
of Air Tra�c Control. On top of that, Air Tra�c Management is responsible for providing maximum
capacity to airspace and airports to accommodate demand while keeping high safety levels. It can be
divided into three main categories: Airspace Management (ASM); Air Tra�c Flow Management (ATFM);
and Air Tra�c Services (ATS) which includes Air Tra�c Control. The outermost layer named Procedural
includes navigation procedures and aircraft operating procedures.1

II. Method and Model

In this section, an overview of the Collision Avoidance (CA) function is given, which is followed by
an introduction to the validation concept, that in turn is succeeded by a presentation of the optimization
procedures. Note that in practice, validation and optimization were executed in a loop, i.e. after a number of
simulations the results were evaluated and the shortcomings were then addressed through optimization. The
optimization process included debugging, improvements of dynamic models, adding and deleting functions,
and including constraints.
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A. Collision Avoidance function

The inputs to the CA function contain information about the ownship (e.g. attitude, position, velocity,
acceleration etc.), about the intruder aircraft (e.g. slant range, range rate, elevation, elevation rate etc.),
and about atmospheric conditions (e.g. wind) at each sampling instant. These inputs are used to predict the
future position of detected intruder aircraft, as well as the ownship. For the ownship, five CA trajectories are
computed, each with a di↵erent bank angle. Thereafter, these five trajectories are spatially and temporally
compared to the predicted trajectories of the intruder aircraft. The spatial and temporal proximity between
ownship and intruder, as well as the required bank angle for each trajectory, are inputs to a cost function,
which is calculated for each of the five trajectories and for each intruder. This cost function evaluates the
threat on each trajectory and balances it against the e↵ort needed to fly it. The trajectory with minimum
cost is chosen and modified slightly after the predicted CPA to achieve a smaller deviation from the planned
flight route.
The selected trajectory is transmitted to the Remote Pilot Station (RPS) and the pilot that controls the
RPA has to send a confirmation back to the aircraft before the ownship starts executing the suggested flight
path. In case no trajectory confirmation is received by the RPA, there is an automatic activation of the
avoidance maneuver shortly before a safe maneuver can no longer be guaranteed. As soon as the ownship
starts flying a maneuver, changes in the chosen trajectory, calculated by the cost function, are ignored. The
only exception marks the event of an anticipated collision on the currently flown trajectory. In that case,
a trajectory with lower cost and without collision is chosen, if available, to replace the currently flown one.
Finally, a Clear of Conflict state is reached as soon as there is no more threat of collision.

B. Validation

To validate Airbus’ Sense and Avoid System for non-cooperative intruders, a large number of computer
simulations have to be carried out. One simulation, however, takes approximately 60 seconds on one of the
available computers. Unfortunately, there is an infinite number of possible encounter scenarios in which two
or more aircraft can meet each other in the air. Since it is impossible to simulate all of these, the so-called
European Encounter Model (EEM) is used to develop a list with the most probable encounter scenarios.
Application of this airspace encounter model has the advantage of reducing the total number of necessary
simulations and simultaneously avoiding unrealistic performance requirements for the aircraft and the avoid
system.

1. The European Encounter Model

The European Encounter Model was developed in the early 2000s by Eurocontrol and others and provides
probability tables for di↵erent flight parameters which were generated using radar data from real aircraft
encounters. Here, the tables from the 2008 timeframe model were used.7 Unfortunately, these tables were
developed based on cooperative aircraft encounters only. However, it is one of the best models available and
the current simulation environment used at Airbus is based on the EEM. It is assumed that encounters with
non-cooperative aircraft do not deviate significantly from cooperative encounters. It should also be noted
that the EEM is based on aircraft encounters with two aircraft only. Hence, even though the non-cooperative
S&A system developed at Airbus can in theory handle up to 15 intruding aircraft, only aircraft encounters
of two aircraft will be investigated here.
The EEM o↵ers probability tables for 12 di↵erent flight parameters of which, in the present study, 8 are
used to compute the most probable encounter scenarios. The 8 parameters are Vertical Maneuver, Vertical
Rates, Vertical Maneuver Times, Approach Angle, Horizontal Maneuver Decision, Horizontal Maneuver
Times, Bank Angle, and Ground Speed.9 Each parameter can take di↵erent values and for each value there
is a probability with which the parameter takes this specific value in an aircraft encounter. An aircraft
encounter occurs if the horizontal miss distance (HMD) between two aircraft is below 500 ft and the vertical
miss distance (VMD) below 2000 ft, where HMD and VMD are the absolute distances between the two
aircraft at the closest point of approach (CPA).6 Furthermore, the probability tables distinguish encounter
scenarios for di↵erent altitude layers numbered 1 to 5. In the present study, the probability tables for altitude
layer 1 (FL10 to FL50) and layer 3 (FL135 to FL215) are used. Layer 1 was chosen because most aircraft
encounters occur in this layer whereas layer 3 covers an interesting altitude range to test the performance
of Medium Altitude Long Endurance (MALE) aircraft. Note that the probability tables for non-crossing
encounters were selected and HMD and VMD were assumed to be zero. A non-crossing encounter is an
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encounter scenario where both aircraft do not cross in altitude. An altitude crossing occurs if the relative
vertical position of the aircraft at the end of the encounter is reversed from that at the beginning of the
encounter and the altitude separation exceeds 100 ft at the beginning and end of the encounter. The reason
for focussing on simulating non-crossing encounters is that they are much more common than crossing
encounters.9 An encounter starts at 55 seconds before and ends at 15 seconds after the CPA as can be seen
in Fig. 2A. For a vertical maneuver, there is an initial vertical rate (V R1) which is hold until t1 and an end
vertical rate (V R2) which is hold from t2. Similarly, for a horizontal maneuver, a certain bank angle is taken
between t3 and t4, whereas the longitudinal acceleration is assumed to be constant throughout the whole
encounter time. The composition of the 9 di↵erent possible vertical maneuvers is shown in Fig. 2B.

Figure 2. Overview of maneuvers in time domain (A), and vertical maneuver types (B)

To develop a table with the most probable encounter scenarios containing all 8 parameters, the probabilities
of the di↵erent parameter values have to be combined. This is done using a probability tree (see Fig. 3). Due
to the way in which the simulation environment is implemented, the flight parameters for the ownship have
to be kept for a number of batch simulations while the parameters for the intruder aircraft can be changed for
each simulation. Hence, the probability tree actually represents the combinations of the intruder parameter
values. The probabilities obtained for each parameter combination are then multiplied with the fixed-value
probabilities of the ownship to obtain the total probability that both aircraft have an encounter with a
specific set of flight parameters.

Figure 3. Schematic of the probability tree using EEM data

The first parameter in the probability tree, namely Vertical Maneuver, is an exception since it includes
information about the maneuvers of both aircraft, e.g. Level-Level means that both aircraft fly level whereas
Level-End of Descent means that the ownship flies level and the intruder is in end of descent. In the
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schematic example in Fig. 3, the ownship’s maneuver is set to Level for the whole probability tree and only
the intruder maneuvers are varied. The Approach Angle is another exception since it is obviously the same
for both aircraft (see Fig. 6A). It should also be noted that many of the parameters contain information
about the parameter value at the start and at the end of the encounter or at the start and end of the
maneuver that is carried out within the encounter.
A specialty are the parameters Vertical Maneuver Times, Horizontal Maneuver Times, and Bank Angle.
The first one of these is shown in Fig. 3 in the third column. In case the vertical rate is the same at the
start and end of the maneuver, there is no change in the rate and hence it does not matter what values
are inserted for the start and end time of the maneuver. To avoid simulating the same encounter multiple
times only a single option with probability one is given and arbitrary values for start and end time, e.g. 1s
and 2s, are used. For the other two named parameters, it is evaluated if there is a horizontal maneuver.
If that is the case then the di↵erent options for Horizontal Maneuver Times and Bank Angle are included.
Otherwise arbitrary values with probability one for the maneuver times as well as a bank angle of zero with
probability one are inserted. After creating the probability tree, the combinations are listed according to
their probabilities in descending order. Then, a certain number of combinations is chosen and can be used
for batch simulations.

2. Evaluation of Simulation Results

After a number of simulations the obtained results are evaluated. This is done by identifying the scenarios
where a Near Mid-Air Collision or a large deviation from the predicted flight path takes place. Thereafter,
the identified scenarios are analyzed in detail by looking attentively at the flight trajectories, the commanded
and executed bank angle, and the flight path deviation. Example plots showing these parameters are given
in Fig. 4. Note that the red lines and the dark dots on the trajectories mark the current point in time. This
analysis can provide meaningful insight into what may be the cause of the observed behavior.
For instance, the encounter scenario could be very challenging because the intruder aircraft changes its flight
path shortly before reaching the CPA so that it may be impossible to safely avoid the intruder at that
point in time. A di↵erent cause for a NMAC or large deviation from the predicted flight path could be a
logical error in the avoid algorithm which is found by re-simulating the problematic scenario step by step
and analyzing the di↵erent inputs and outputs within the avoid algorithm. Unexpected outputs can then be
backtracked to find the source for their behavior and necessary changes in the logic can be made.

Figure 4. Example plots for trajectories, bank angle, and path deviation

To judge the accuracy of the predicted trajectories, the di↵erence between predicted position and actual
position is computed for every time step. These deviation values are plotted in Fig. 4 together with a
maximum tolerable deviation limit which is defined as

L(t) =
b

c

3/2
· (t� t0)

3/2 + d (1)

where b is the allowed deviation after time c, and d is the initially allowed deviation. Note that t0 is the
time at which the avoidance maneuver starts and that the limit deviation increases over time t.
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As mentioned above, the S&A System must demonstrate the same performance as the See and Avoid capa-
bilities of human pilots. The Mid-Air Collision (MAC) rate of manned aircraft in the absence of an S&A
System is approximately 5.1 · 10�7 MACs per flight hour.2 Due to geometric conditions, only 10 % of all
NMACs are MACs. This results in a maximum acceptable NMAC rate of 5.1 · 10�6 NMACs per flight hour.
Furthermore, according to the EEM, there is one encounter every 6, 045 flight hours.6 This translates to
a maximum allowed rate of roughly 0.03 NMACs per encounter for the non-cooperative Sense and Avoid
System, which means 97 % of the simulated encounter scenarios have to be NMAC free.

C. Optimization

The optimization of the collision avoidance function has partly been done by addressing the shortcomings
that were identified through the validation process, partly by including necessary flight path constraints, and
partly by adding functions that improved performance.
Note that an avoidance maneuver is constrained by di↵erent established flight rules. This is why it is not
allowed to leave a certain flight corridor or to cross a certain �-limit. If these constraints are disregarded it
can lead to dangerous situations with other aircraft. By including these limits, the CA function now outputs
the correct commands to smoothly fly towards the lateral limiter and the �-Limiter and to keep flying on it
(see Fig. 1).
Improvements in the ownship’s trajectory prediction include a more precise model for the roll dynamics as
well as a newly added altitude prediction function based on vertical rate information. On top of that, a Bank
Angle Limiter which assures that TCAS climb or descend rates can be guaranteed during lateral avoidance
maneuvers, a Lateral Limiter which must not be exceeded, as well as a �-Limiter which limits the allowed
flight route angle (�) to ± 90�, have been added.
In addition, the Protected Volume (PV), which is a virtual volume around the intruder just like the Collision
Volume, was increased. In fact, the PV equals the CV times a safety factor to account for measurement
uncertainties of the sensors. Once the flight path prediction of the ownship violates the PV, the ownship
automatically starts executing the chosen avoid trajectory. The increased PV improves collision avoidance
performance significantly.

Figure 5. Example plots for bank angle (A) and vertical rate dynamics (B)

Regarding the dynamical models, there is the option of approximating the aircraft dynamics, like bank angle
and vertical rate dynamics (see Fig. 5), by a mathematical function or by using look-up tables containing
the values for specific parameters at di↵erent points in time during a maneuver.
Both methods were tested and it proved of value using look-up tables instead of mathematical functions. The
reason is that in the CA function, values are only predicted for every full second in the future, making look-up
tables less computationally expensive than mathematical functions. Another reason is that to achieve good
coverage of the dynamics, function parameters would have to be saved in look-up tables for many di↵erent
operating points, making the functions not very e�cient compared to directly using look-up tables for the
first few seconds of a change in a parameter.
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After having applied the look-up table method to the bank angle � for instance, the predicted values are
then used to compute future values for the flight route azimuth � using

�̇(t) =
tan(�) · g
vTAS(t)

(2)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, and vTAS the true airspeed. Note that the flight route azimuth is
measured relative to the flight route (see Fig. 1) and not to be confused with the flight path azimuth, which
is usually calculated relative to North. After predicting the values for �, the future position is calculated by
integrating the following functions over time

ẋ = cos(�(t)) · vTAS (3)

ẏ = sin(�(t)) · vTAS (4)

where ẋ and ẏ are the velocities for the corresponding horizontal directions. For the altitude prediction,
the same procedure is used. When transitioning from one vertical rate to another, a look-up table serves to
approximate the future vertical rate at di↵erent points in time. Having the vertical rate for future points in
time, it is easy to compute future altitudes by integrating the rates over time. The Bank Angle Limiter, which
guarantees that vertical rates commanded by TCAS can be reached, has also been implemented through a
simple look-up table which contains information about which bank angle can be achieved for which vertical
rate. Apart from this, the intruder prediction was improved by including the measured acceleration in each
direction which is then used to predict the velocity and by that the position more accurately. Furthermore,
it often occurs that the intruder is either flying level with little altitude separation to the ownship and
suddenly climbs or descents with a large vertical rate or that the intruder is climbing or descending with a
constant vertical rate and then levels out on the altitude of the ownship. Hence, to mitigate the possibility
of a collision in these scenarios it proved of value to include a conservative assumption in altitude. This
means the intruder is assumed to fly on the ownship’s altitude with zero vertical velocity and acceleration
in case the current or predicted intruder altitude lies within 300 ft above or below the ownship’s altitude.
In addition to the path prediction, it is of interest how the aircraft are positioned relative to each other (see
Fig. 6A). This geometric information is the basis for the Rules of Air which can then be used to recommend
a preferred turn direction. This turn recommendation in form of an additive weight is an input to the cost
function which computes the total cost for each trajectory.

Figure 6. Encounter geometry (A) and di↵erent encounter cases for Rules of Air (B)

The most important geometric variables are the Approach Angle , the vector c, and the angle �. Using these
variables, it is possible to determine the scenario type, i.e. Head-On, Converging, Overtaking, or Overtaken,
as well as the side relative to the ownship, i.e. left or right, on which the intruder is located. Since the vectors
a, b, uO, and uI are known, the variables mentioned above can easily be calculated. The four di↵erent types
of an encounter scenario are determined solely by geometric conditions.8,10 In case the ownship and intruder
trajectories form an approach angle of 170-180 deg, it is a Head-On encounter (see Intruder 1 in Fig. 6B). If
the intruder is approaching from the rear, forming an angle of less than 70 deg with the plane of symmetry
of the ownship, then the intruder is overtaking the ownship and thus the scenario is called Overtaken (see
Intruder 3 in Fig. 6B). In case the position of the ownship and Intruder 3 are reversed, the scenario is
called Overtaking. Finally, if the scenario falls in neither of the above categories, it is called Converging (see
Intruder 2 in Fig. 6B).
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Depending on the scenario type, di↵erent turn recommendations are issued. For instance, in a Head-On
scenario, both aircraft should alter their heading to the right according to the Rules of Air. In contrast,
for a Converging scenario, the turn recommendation may depend on several di↵erent parameters such as
Approach Angle, flight speeds, and relative position of the intruder (left or right from ownship).
Another function that has been improved is the condition for the state Clear Of Conflict. Once the ownship
is in this state, the threat of a possible collision has passed and the pilot can safely return to course. For
the transition to the state Clear Of Conflict, the Time To Go must be negative and the distance between
ownship and every detected intruder must be at least 500 ft.

III. Results

As mentioned above, due to the way in which the simulation environment is implemented, the same
ownship maneuver has to be kept for a number of batch simulations while the intruder maneuvers are varied
continuously. Thus, it is advised to simulate larger quantities of the most probable ownship maneuvers and
smaller quantities of less probable ones. The probabilities for the di↵erent ownship maneuvers can be seen
in Fig. 7A for layer 1 and in Fig. 9A for layer 3. In both layers, the maneuver Level is the most probable
one, which is why most simulations were performed for the ownship flying this maneuver (see Fig. 7B for
layer 1).

Figure 7. Probabilities and simulation numbers for maneuvers in layer 1

Figure 8. NMACs for all maneuvers (A) and proportion of NMACs when Level (B), both for layer 1
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For layer 3, a total of 14,250 Level maneuvers and none of the other maneuvers were simulated because of
time limitations. The relative number of NMACs for the di↵erent maneuvers in layer 1 can be compared in
Fig. 8A. In layer 1 and 3, for Level flight of the ownship, less than 3 % of the simulations had a NMAC.
Thus, the requirement of being at least as good as a human on-board pilot has been achieved for level flight.
However, the performance is not as good for the other ownship maneuvers. In particular, the CA function
needs to be improved for the maneuvers Start of Descent, Descent, Start of Climb, and Climb since the S&A
System fails to fulfill the 3 % requirement by far for these maneuvers.
For Level flight, di↵erent possible correlations are revealed in Fig. 8B. The chart shows the proportions of
the number of NMACs that occured for an approach angle below or equal to 90 deg, and for the intruder
performing a certain maneuver. The graph reveals that of the encounters that led to a NMAC, in more than
97 % of the cases, the intruder was performing a horizontal maneuver.

Figure 9. Probabilities for maneuvers (A) and proportion of NMACs when Level (B), both for Layer 3

Figure 10. Frequency of intruder parameters when ownship in Level flight for layer 1 (A) and layer 3 (B)

For the same maneuver in layer 3, however, only a small percentage of all NMACs can be associated with the
intruder performing a horizontal maneuver as seen in Fig. 9B. Here, it is important to keep the percentage in
perspective to the proportion of the total number of simulations in which the intruder performed a horizontal
maneuver. These values are shown in Fig. 10A for layer 1 and in Fig. 10B for layer 3. It is visible that
the simulations for layer 1 include large quantities of simulations with the intruder performing a horizontal
maneuver, whereas this is not the case for layer 3, where the intruder performed a turn only in 0.3 % of the
simulations.
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IV. Conclusion

Apart from making the simulation environment capable of running large quantities of batch simulations,
a major part of the work included the generation of probability tables using the European Encounter Model.
At the same time, the Collision Avoidance function was improved by finding and correcting errors, includ-
ing flight path constraints, improving prediction of dynamic variables, as well as adding di↵erent functions.
Finally, quantitative and qualitative simulation results were obtained which give hints on where there is
potential for further improvements.
The results revealed that the CA function fulfills the performance requirements when the ownship is in Level
flight. There is, however, still a need for improvement when the ownship is climbing or descending. The
main reason for the high NMAC rates in those cases is assumed to be poor altitude prediction. This can be
improved by extending the look-up tables so that a wider range of dynamics for di↵erent operating points is
covered.
One of the other identified di�culties is the challenge of avoiding an intruder aircraft when it is performing
a horizontal maneuver shortly before the CPA. This issue can, for instance, be addressed by making conser-
vative assumptions and always assuming the worst case behavior of the intruder. This procedure, however,
also has its limitations. It is not constructive assuming the intruder to be a missile chasing the ownship and
trying to provoke a collision on purpose since this would induce many unnecessary CA maneuvers and by
that disturb regular flight operations. In fact, the decision at Airbus was to not include such conservatism
regarding the turn direction for the time being.
Further improvement can be reached by including the bank rate in the bank angle predicition. This would
lead to better performance when switching quickly between di↵erent bank angles.
For future validation purposes, it is advised to perform Monte-Carlo Simulations which do not only cover
the most probable scenarios but also less probable ones in a smaller quantity. Moreover, the probability
tables could be adjusted when trying to assess the performance of the S&A System for specific maneuvers or
aircraft. High Altitude Long Endurance (HALE) aircraft like the Global Hawk, for instance, will have most
aircraft encounters during climb or descent, since the encounter probability goes to zero at their cruising
altitude due to the low tra�c volume at high altitudes.
Another task would be to improve the simulation environment so that ownship parameter combinations can
be changed for each simulation, allowing for an easier validation process, since the probability tree can then
be generated as a combination of intruder and ownship parameters. Finally, after successful validation of
encounter scenarios with two aircraft, scenarios with more than one intruder should be simulated in larger
quantities to expand the validation protocol.
To conclude, a big advantage of this non-cooperative Sense and Avoid System compared to MIDCAS is that
it is not trying to replace TCAS which would be a major certification hurdle. In fact, the lateral avoid
trajectories can, if necessary, be executed during a TCAS maneuver while still achieving the vertical rates
that TCAS requires due to the added Bank Angle Limiter. The system thus complements TCAS without
disturbing it. At the same time, it requires less computational e↵ort than MIDCAS because it selects one of
five trajectories rather than finding the optimal flight path. Furthermore, this is done without compromising
on safety or performance.
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ASM Airspace Management

ATC Air Tra�c Control

ATFM Air Tra�c Flow Management

ATS Air Tra�c Services

CA Collision Avoidance

CPA Closest Point of Approach

CV Collision Volume

EEM European Encounter Model

FL Flight Level
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NMAC Near Mid-Air Collision
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RA Resolution Advisory
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TCAS Tra�c Alert and Collision Avoidance System

VMD Vertical Miss Distance
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